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colors to suggest the underlying implications of the events taking place. Three colors in particular - red, black, and white - seem to carry some sort of subtle connotation which reveals more about the characters, their actions, and their motives for those actions, than the plot or the setting alone. Mrs. Morel's garden scene at the close of chapter one, and the Trent river passage of chapter twelve are examples to showcase Lawrence's use of landscape, which conveys the psychic aspects of life, especially the unconscious and sexuality. In Sons and Lovers, natural settings are the true home of human emotions and sexuality. Written by D.H. Lawrence. Lists. 14 votes. Books Read in 2019 (36 items) list by PulpRoman. Published 1 year, 6 months ago. View all The Virgin and the Gipsy lists. Pictures. View all The Virgin and the Gipsy pictures (2 more). Manufacturer: Bantam Books Release date: 15 October 1968 ISBN-10: B000LABWAQ. Tags: Novella (1), English Literature (1).